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Introduction

So you want to be a liveaboard.  Or maybe you are just examin-
ing the lifestyle—or maybe you have already taken the plunge.  
In any event, let me welcome you to what I believe is a truly ter-
rific lifestyle, a lifestyle that offers many challenges in addition 
to its benefits.

The good parts of life aboard include the gentle movement 
of the boat, smell of the air and breeze, ability to leave civilization 
at any time, freedom of movement, sunsets, unity with nature, 
and terrific neighbors.  Other benefits might include the sounds 
of the water, view of a skyline, or just the open water.  We can go 
on and on.  This is oceanside or waterside living at its best, at a 
fraction of the price.

Despite all of these benefits, living aboard is an endeavor 
that is typically outside of our comfort zones.  While some decide 
on this lifestyle for practical reasons, many of the reasons are 
not as practical—falling for the romance and allure of the water 
and waves.  The romance is presented to us in movies, television, 
and magazines.  We see the pictures and dream.  We fall in love 
with our boats just as we do with a spouse, although we more 
rarely divorce our boats.  The lifestyle, however, has its share of 
challenges and surprises.  

We can learn a great deal from those liveaboards who 
have preceded us.  The art and practice of boating by its nature 
demands experience, not for the summer days when the water 
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is calm and the breeze fresh and light, but for those moments 
when things aren’t going as smoothly.  If you are cruising, the 
difference between a beautiful experience and a life-threatening 
one may be separated by only seconds.  An unexpected gale or a 
broken piece of equipment or a drunk or clumsy person on board 
can turn a great day into hell.  Anticipating that the weather 
may turn and that equipment might fail requires experience 
as well as a calm mind.  While many problems can be fixed, or 
at least improved with common-sense solutions, there are true 
complexities that only the words of our ancestors and years of 
experience can teach us. 

When I first decided to live aboard, I wasn’t aware of either 
the common-sense issues or the issues that come with experience.  
All I knew was how to sail, and though I studied books on sailing 
and seamanship, none provided me with any true insight into 
the practical subtleties of boating or living aboard.  For me, 
this lifestyle was a true trial by fire—and in the beginning I was 
burned more often than I wasn’t.  It was easy for me to think that 
I was alone, the only one learning the harsh lessons this way, but 
in talking to other liveaboards it became clear to me that we all 
learn this way, and it is a true shame that the most prominent 
issues were not encapsulated in a meaningful, educational, and 
commonsensical way.  And that is how this book was born.

The bottom line is that there are essentials to living aboard, 
although even many of the most experienced liveaboards don’t 
often realize how many essentials there really are.  We are all very 
similar and experience the same challenges as our neighbors.    

A prominent boat broker told me that most decisions 
that must be made when choosing a boat are simple common 
sense—and yet it is amazing to him how many smart and logical 
boat buyers must be reminded again and again what common 
sense really dictates.  Our objectives are often clouded by our 
dreams, desires, and emotions as we fall in love with our boats 
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and become absorbed by our aspirations.  And we forget our 
practical needs, ignore our budget requirements, and forget what 
we were trying to do in the first place:  have a place to live.

As new liveaboards, we face the question of how best 
to survive and enjoy our day-to-day lives.  In the liveaboard 
endeavor, there are few resources that speak about achieving the 
status quo.  Issues such as safety and sanitation and methods 
of enhancing comfort are generally not able to be effectively 
learned from books or videos, but only from sporadic magazine 
or website articles and from social visits to our boating neighbors.  
There are so many of us, we do deserve better.

While I want this book to be an all-inclusive resource on 
the essentials of living aboard, that would be an insurmountable 
standard to set.  All you have to do is visit the Internet and you will 
see how many different opinions exist as to the right solution for 
our day-to-day problems.  On an e-mail discussion list, the type 
of toilet recommended for use might generate days or weeks of 
Internet conversations that will probably result in hurt feelings 
caused by peoples’ strong beliefs (note:  I vote for manual toilets—
less potential for breakdown, less maintenance, and little energy 
requirement).  While I am only one person with an opinion, 
there are many others with equally valid opinions—some are 
better for your needs, and some are worse.  Find a salesperson 
at your marine store who likes to talk, and then take the time to 
ask questions and listen.  Talk to your boating neighbors.  Walk 
the docks at local marinas.  Use the Internet.  Luckily, boaters 
(especially liveaboards) love to talk.  Unfortunately, boaters 
(particularly inexperienced ones) sometimes forget to listen.  

Boaters, particularly liveaboards, have far more in common 
with each other than they do with our landlubbing neighbors.  
While homeowners might make choices that show very little 
correlation to each other, almost no boat or boating system 
is unique.  Though we, as liveaboards, are entirely unique in 
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terms of our desires, needs, and goals—and most dramatically, 
our lifestyles—our boats are all very similar.  Many of the same 
conversations occur with our neighbors day in and day out, 
regardless of whether our boats and those of our neighbors are 
powerboats or sailboats, wood or fiberglass, luxury or practical, 
cruising or dockbound, big or small, bluewater or coastal.  While 
not every system is the same, many systems are, and the ones that 
are different often work on exactly the same principles.  

For example, there are typically only two kinds of marine 
heads (a.k.a. toilets), manual and electric.  All boats have holding 
tanks and the same concerns with the storage of waste, including 
how to ultimately get rid of the waste and how to avoid the smell 
which is sure to invade our living quarters, which are often just a 
few feet away from our waste holding tank.  NOTE:  Liveaboards 
seem to enjoy talking about our septic systems because this issue 
is paramount to the enjoyment of our lifestyle.

Who is the author?  (See “About the Author,” page 273) 

Nobody, really, just a guy who decided to live aboard a boat—and 
who then bought the wrong boat, hired the wrong boat inspec-
tor (surveyor), and wasn’t prepared for the problems that would 
soon be experienced.  

For instance, I had shore power and two batteries, but had 
no idea that plugging a boat into the dock did not automatically 
charge the batteries.  Only running the engine and using the 
alternator will automatically charge the batteries.  A liveaboard 
(or any boater for that matter) needs a separate battery charger to 
charge the batteries for periods at the dock or during other times 
when the engine isn’t running.  And here in the Northeast, once 
the engine is winterized, it cannnot be operated.  As my batteries 
died, there was no way for me to use my 12-volt systems, which 
included all of my lights.  Funny, but as the lights got dimmer 
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and dimmer, I didn’t understand why, even though my boat was 
plugged in.  Then there was no more light.  That battery charger 
cost $120 that I hadn’t bargained on.  

Unfortunately, that wasn’t the first expense, nor the last 
expense, nor the biggest expense related to the things that I 
had not expected.  I lived in the Northeast, took ownership of 
the boat in the winter, and wasn’t prepared for the temperature 
or the systems necessary to heat the boat.  For goodness sake, 
I didn’t even know exactly what “shrinkwrapping” meant to a 
winter liveaboard!  

The stories I can tell are egregious examples of what can 
happen to an unprepared liveaboard.  The advantage to my 
experiences is that I survived and learned my boat, The Morning 
Fog, and all of its systems and quirks at a dramatic pace.  After 
only a few months, I had already rebuilt and reinstalled all of the 
electric lines and systems of the Fog.  If I had done this myself, 
I would have done this entirely wrong, thinking that wires were 
connected in a similar fashion to those of a house.  They aren’t.  I 
paid an expert $50 per hour for his time to help me do this.  While 
the cost of my boat was going up exponentially, the work was 
being done right and I was getting one hell of an education.  

Speaking of expenses, I hadn’t bargained on all of the new 
tools I would need, either, such as a heat gun (used for electrical 
work) and stuffing box wrenches, and it was a shock to watch my 
good tools rust away in the salt air.

Before that winter had ended, we (my hired marine 
technician and I) had rebuilt the entire plumbing system, except 
for the holding tank, which I replaced myself in one of the most 
disgusting, horrendous activities that I have ever undertaken. 
(Visualizing a casual swim in a septic tank, my neighbors all 
decided to spend that day somewhere else.)  We added a diesel 
heating system, resealed and bedded key sections of the deck, 
worked on the rigging, updated the engine, installed a new 
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alternator, replaced many of the lines, and on and on and on.  
Under the tutelage of my trusty and well-paid marine technician, 
I made tough decisions for the things that we just couldn’t work 
on, such as fixing a delaminated deck.  

Perhaps you are thinking that I did not get the boat properly 
surveyed prior to purchase.  Regardless, I did pay top dollar for a 
survey.  My surveyor told me that replacing five gate valves with 
seacocks would cost $750; they ended up costing upwards of 
$2,000.  He also missed about 20 moderate to major problems 
with the boat, a few of which did end up putting at risk my life 
as well as the well-being of the boat.  I was paying dearly for my 
education.  

As a new boat owner of three weeks, I had a major flood 
aboard when it turned out that the wires to the bilge pump had 
rusted away and I had a stuffing box that had been over-tightened 
(causing a moderate leak).  The surveyor never noticed that the 
wires were falling off and rusted.  [This is just an example of my 
early problems.  The letter to the surveyor included a list of items 
four pages long as well as a recap of the events that put us in a 
highly precarious position at sea for things that were missed or 
surveyed incorrectly.] 

After the flood (which damaged the floor and other key 
components of my new floating home), I replaced the bilge 
pump in subfreezing weather, rewired the pump, and installed 
a manual pump to the cockpit deck.  What made this process 
particularly painful was that I had thought that I had purchased 
a turn-key boat with every system in good shape on the day that 
I took ownership of the Fog.   What an unfortunate surprise.

This book came about because I decided that if there was 
anything I could do to help ensure that future boaters and 
liveaboards might benefit from many of the preventable mistakes 
that I made, then it was my obligation to write this.  

So am I an expert?  Yes.  I’m an expert at what can go 
wrong.
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Is living aboard a good thing?

An emphatic yes!  Maybe.  It depends.  
This is a romantic life, different than the norm and possibly 

more economical than life ashore.  The lifestyle offers all of 
the benefits mentioned above.  And these are truly amazing 
benefits.

So what does it depend on?  Well . . . are you doing this by 
yourself or with your mate?  If you are doing this with someone 
else, then it depends upon whether your mate wants to do this as 
much as you do.  In the course of my discussions with liveaboards, 
this seems to be one of the most significant reasons why some 
couples that commit to this lifestyle cease living aboard after just 
a month or two.  

It depends on whether the reality of living aboard is 
acceptable once you realize that the lifestyle is not all romance.  
The deck still needs to be maintained, wood varnished, systems 
maintained, and so forth.  Unless you have a boat that you don’t 
want or need to maintain, which many liveaboards do, this 
lifestyle is not entirely about sitting on deck off of a beautiful 
tropical island with a drink in your hand.  

And it depends upon whether you can handle the motion of 
the boat, particularly in storms.  And if you live in a setting with 
other boats going past, it depends upon whether you can stand 
the wakes that are thrown off by those boats.  I have a friend 
who, for instance, gets thrown into the air every morning at 0800 
when the police boats speed past heading out for their patrols 
(in a coastal no-wake zone).  

After a couple of years living aboard in a marina that was 
well protected from the rough waters of Boston Harbor, I moved 
to a marina in Salem, Massachusetts that was exposed to the 
elements.  I thought that I could handle any motion, but had 
to leave after four days of bouncing more than three feet up 
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and down under what I would have considered steady but not 
overwhelming 12-knot winds.  To make matters worse, my cat 
(Max The Cat) was getting seasick.  It was horrible—and the only 
time I have ever gone to a motel room to get off the boat.

And it depends on whether you can take the boating problems 
in stride, and find some enjoyment in the repairs and routine 
maintenance without letting the little things drive you crazy.

Another challenge of being a liveaboard with a faulty boat 
(and all boats are—or will be—faulty) is that there is no place 
to go when you need to perform repairs or upgrades.  Many 
liveaboards allow nonessential problems to persist, since it is 
so difficult to perform repairs and concurrently live in such a 
small space.  If you need to drill a hole, for instance, to run some 
wires or plumbing or install equipment, it is likely that your 
possessions will spread onto every flat space and you will be 
inhaling fiberglass fibers and dust for days.  That’s not a good 
thing, let me tell you.  It’s even worse if your mate spends those 
days complaining about the clutter and smell.

Do you think those are your only challenges?  They aren’t.  
My lockers (closets) were forward, toward the bow (the pointy 
tip at the front of the boat), where the hull sloped both forward 
and down.  Boats can be damp because of both humidity and 
condensation.  The suits I wore to work every day were thoroughly 
wrinkled on the right side, while the left side was pretty nice.  I 
then started keeping every suit jacket in my office and had my 
shirts put into boxes so that the wrinkles were more predictable 
(there was no room aboard the Fog for an iron).  At least I was 
symmetrical.  Funny, isn’t it?  

Not as funny, though, as when the mold started setting 
in.  Because of the condensation in the closet, the clothes that 
weren’t worn as often started to get a bit funky.  Mold provides 
for a lovely aroma that presents its own set of challenges.  I then 
turned my aft (toward the stern, or the back) berth (bed) into a 
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locker (closet) to avoid the wrinkles and mold, because I could 
heat the cabin much more evenly.  That meant that I lost a main 
storage area and second berth—but at least my home and I didn’t 
smell.  Now, however, the boat always looked cluttered, something 
I hated.  I soon employed solutions to the mold problem in the 
locker, although I never did overcome the problem of the left 
half of every outfit being wrinkled.

That leads me to one of the biggest challenges of all:  storage.  
On a boat there is no attic, no basement, and no walk-in closet.  I 
own nine guitars—and could take only one aboard.  I had a great 
sofa—once.  That went into storage along with my hundreds of 
CDs, paintings, desktop computer, printer, dining room furniture, 
big TV, and photo albums.

And no discussion of life aboard is complete without a 
discussion of the toilet (head).  It is uncomfortable and cramped.  
If you don’t remember (having been sheltered on land for too 
long), sewage smells—worse as the temperature gets warmer.  
Unlike a homeowner’s, a liveaboard’s septic tank is stored very 
close to his living room and sleeping quarters.

In return for these and other challenges, you get some 
wonderful benefits.  You’re outside every day.  You get to watch 
the rain bounce off the water.  You get rocked (hopefully gently) 
to sleep.  You get interesting and quirky neighbors (whether they 
are liveaboards or not).  You get to be a part of the sunsets, and 
you are in a perfect position to take sunset cruises because you 
are, after all, already on your boat.  As a matter of fact, you can 
go cruising any time you want!  You get to experience the sounds 
and smell of the water.  And you get the freedom to move your 
home wherever you want.
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The philosophy of this book:

The first questions I faced when deciding to write this book 
were what needed to be discussed, and the corollary to that, 
what should not be discussed.  

When discussing the essentials to living aboard, it is 
necessary to consider the process of choosing a boat, choosing a 
location for that boat, lifestyle issues, amenities, sanitation, and 
so forth.  These are truly all essential to your undertaking.

It doesn’t, however, make any sense to spend much of our 
time discussing the benefits to living aboard.  I think the fact that 
you are reading this book means that you are already prepared 
(or preparing) for this undertaking; consequently, I suppose that 
you already know the benefits to living aboard.  You probably 
already know how wonderful sunsets can be.  And of course you 
are looking forward to the gentle motion.  You might even be 
so focused on the benefits that you are about to undertake this 
endeavor without knowing or preparing for the challenges that 
might be forthcoming.  Therefore, we will spend the majority of 
our time talking about problems, costs, concerns, and issues.  

It would be easy to conclude that I am trying to scare you 
away from this lifestyle.  That couldn’t be more wrong.  This book 
is about preparation:  trying to educate and prepare the future 
liveaboard for the challenges that this lifestyle will present. 

The bottom line is that I love the lifestyle and everything 
about it—almost.  I have had some brilliant days.  I have also 
faced some significant challenges and unexpected costs.  But 
don’t confuse our spending time on the challenges of living 
aboard with thinking that I believe this lifestyle to be less than 
ideal.  I do not.  I just don’t want you to think that it is easy.

Another important point is that you need to learn how to be 
a boater on your own.  The Coast Guard, for instance, has safety 
rules that apply to all boaters.  If you plan on taking your boat 
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out for a cruise, then it is incumbent upon you to take the Coast 
Guard’s safety course.  You need to know the navigation rules and 
rights of way and how to captain and master your own vessel, if 
not for your own safety, then for the safety of your passengers and 
neighbors.  You need to know how to handle engine maintenance 
and emergencies that may arise.  This applies to all boaters, and 
there are many courses and books and videos already out there 
that will teach you this.  We’re here to focus on issues that affect 
liveaboards.  And while sometimes there might be some overlap, 
this resource is not a definitive source of safety requirements or 
other legal requirements for boating or boaters.  

Now that I’ve told you what we won’t cover . . .   
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237, 241, 244, 249, 265
cockpit  52
comfort  46, 51, 52, 129, 131
commissioning  112
communication  52, 135, 161

satellite system  41
companionway  141, 150
compressed music  156
compressor  168
computer  131, 153, 157, 158, 160, 

172, 178, 196
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engine  211
maintenance  38
problems  74

entertainment  116, 152, 155
EPIRB  51, 136, 181
equipment  51-52
equity  43
etiquette  134
evaporator  168
excise tax  111
exhaust  233
exits  218

F

fader  156
family  145, 147-148
fans  131, 190
fees  106, 111, 114, 117
fenders  206, 217
fiberglass  39, 127
filter  174, 217
financing  77-78
finger pier  189, 207
fire  93, 197, 209, 218

detection  218
escape obstacles  218
extinguisher  136, 181, 219
suppression system  218

fittings  208
flares  136, 181
flashlights  184
floaters  15
float switch  225
flow gate  228
foam  195
   core  128
foot of the main  25
forced air heater  200
forfeiture  251
foul-weather gear  181
freezing water  211

fresh-water pump  170
   system  210, 228
fuel  115, 127

capacity  26
cost  39
efficiency  39

fumes  127, 191
furling line  118
furniture  47

G

galley  52, 57, 131, 141, 149, 226-
227,  232

garbage  239
gasoline vapors  223
gas tank  199
gate valves  227
generator  52, 168, 171
Gently With The Tides  266
global positioning system  176
government

boardings  245
oversight  241
regulation  241

GPRS  165
GPS  51, 121, 135, 154, 176
gray water  211, 238, 253

H

halyards  127
hammock  51, 132
handheld radio  135, 163
hands-free lights  184
hard disc player  157
harnesses  146, 181
hatch  52, 128, 159, 205, 218
haul  44, 68, 113
head  49, 52, 185, 226-227,  232
headroom  26, 46, 52, 53, 129, 142
headsail  96, 118
health certification  254

Index
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heat
central  197, 200
exchanger  174
exhaustion  190
forced-air  197
radiant  197
stroke  190
tape, electric  231

heaters  197. 199, 200, 223
heating  194
   system  132

   bulkhead  233
   dangers  209

heat gun  5
Helms, LeAnn  138
high-water alarm  225, 226
holding plate  168
holding tank  4, 5, 26, 49, 90, 127, 

185, 211, 237
horn  135, 181
hose  49, 217, 226

burst  135, 210, 230
fittings  217

hot tub  153
hot water heater  174
hull  36, 44

speed  23, 53
humidity  189, 190

reducing  194
Hunter Marine  28, 269
Hunter Marine Passage  23
hurricanes  189

I

ice  115, 117, 208
bubblers  211

icebox  167
icy dock  207
impeller  71, 217
improvements  45
inboard gasoline engine  223

incinerating heads  185
infants  144
instant hot water heater  175
insulation  128, 193
insurance  44, 76-78, 106
international law  254
International Marina Institute  

268
International Marine  266
Internet  15, 108, 110, 131, 147, 

154, 161, 164, 264
inverter  41, 52, 154, 158, 168, 172
iPod  157
Island Packet  46, 53
isolation  144

J

jackline  181
Jackson, Rob  256
jib base  25
jib height  25
Johnson, Norm  269

K

kitty litter  149
knife  217

L

landline  161
lantern  131, 154, 184
laptop  131, 153, 157, 172, 178
Latitudes and Attitudes  263
launch  113
laundry  133, 183
   machines  52
laws  242
layout  129
lazarette  71
lazy jacks  35, 133
leak  41, 224, 226
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no-wake zone  247
noise  126, 139
non-skid plates  131

O

odors  9, 127, 139, 191, 201, 215, 
223, 235

odor treatment  185
oil-filled heater  197, 223
Old Woody  100, 104, 110
operating costs  43, 115
operating while intoxicated  243
opportunity cost  99
overall length  21

P

Palm Pilot  161
parking  109
partners  140
Passagemaker  263
performance yachts  123
permanent marker  133
pets  149-151
pillow  129
plumbing  36, 118
   repair kit  217
Pocket PC  161
portable air conditioning  205
ports  52, 128, 205
power  132, 169
   boats  37-38, 53
   system  52, 154
Practical Sailor  263
preapproval letter  31
preparation  125
privacy  139
Procter, John  270
propane  197, 209, 212, 219

bubble  221
detection system  255
leak  220

propane (cont’d)
tank  220

propeller shaft  226, 229
property interests  99
provisions  135
pump

bilge  170
fresh water  170

purchasing a boat  65
acceptance of yacht  69
accessories  35
broker  55, 59-61
closing  79
collateral  44
comparative pricing  34
customer service  42
customizing  42
depreciation  32
documentation service  80
down payment  31
equity  43
establishing prerequisites  35
financing  31, 43, 77

down payment  97
options  78

insurance  76
use clauses  76

lien  44
listing price  65
making an offer  65
narrowing choices  35
negotiating  66

cost adjustment  75
cost adjustments  73

new  40
preapprovals  65
preapproval letter  31
prepayment penalty  31
registration  79
resale value  42
sea trial  68
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leak (con’td)
finding  192
propane

testing for  220
Levant, Jessica  259
lien  44, 80
lifelines  146
lifeline cushions  51
life jackets  136, 146, 181
life preservers  136
life raft  51, 218
lighter  133
lights  184
listing sheet  21, 22
ListServs  147, 264
liveability  38, 47
liveaboard

definition  246
regulations  246

Liveaboard Association of Puget 
Sound  246, 271

Liveaboard Magazine  263
LOA  21
lockers  49
lubrication  211
LWL  23

M

macerator  226, 236
mail  48
maintenance  7, 112, 148
main luff  25
man-overboard  181

drill  148
system  136

marina  83
alternatives  83
amenities  84, 90
atmosphere  87
bathrooms  90
costs  93

marina (cont’d)
culture  91
differences  84
dock boxes  90
garbage disposal  92
guidelines  88
laundry facilities  90
location  83, 88-89, 91
management  86
rules  91, 245
safety  93, 189
security  92
services  92
showers  90
well protected  206

marine heads  185
mast height  25
matches  133
mattresses  52
metal bars  146
mildew  236
Mini Sail  101
MOB  51, 181
modem  164
moisture  129, 132, 134, 151, 155
moisture-proof container  196
mold  8, 127, 191, 235, 236
mooring  83, 115, 148, 180
motion  7, 96, 126, 142
   detector  186
MP3  156
music  156

N

navigation  176-177
equipment  51
lights  181

necessary force  250
netting  146
night watch  179
no-discharge zone  185
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shrinkwrapping  114, 201
signal amplifier  159
silicone  127
Sims, Jim  260
single-side-band  52, 163
sink drains  209
slick dock  207
slip  45
smoke detector  212, 218, 219, 234
snow  189, 207-208
solar

fan  191
panel  171
vent  191

sole  118
solid fuel  198, 212
space  47, 126, 139, 145, 172

heater  170, 197, 209, 222
speakers  155
special assessments  118
spec sheets  22
Speedy  101
spouses  140
spreader lights  41
spreadsheet  97
SSB  121, 163, 180
stability  27, 53
stanchions  146
Starkey, Elizabeth  138
startup costs  41
stateroom  39, 53
stereo  41, 51, 131, 155-156
Stonehill, Don  124, 152, 246, 270
storage  9, 38, 46, 48, 109
stoves  131, 221
strainer  230
strobes  181
structural problems  74
stuffing box  6, 118, 211, 224, 229
sun protection  132
surcharges  96

survey  44, 102
surveyor  69

T

tank
freshwater  230, 235
holding  237
waste holding  231

tarp  132, 188, 205
taxes  96, 102, 107, 111
tax deductions  77
teenagers  144
telephone  15, 107, 153, 161
   jacks  41
terminology  19, 44
The Grab Bag Book  175
This Old Boat  266
through-hull  36, 44, 72, 209, 226
throwable flotation device  181
toilet  226

malfunctions  17
types  3

tools  217
travel lifts  40
Trawlerworld  263
tropical storm  189
TV  14, 41, 51, 131, 158-159

U

U.S. v. Villamonte-Marquez  249
upgrades  103, 130
use  50

clauses  76
fees  111

utilities  107

V

v-berth  142, 153, 197
vaccination  254
vehicle registration  243
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purchasing a boat (cont’d)
survey  68
used  40
warranties  42

R

radar  35, 51, 135, 154, 177-178, 
258

radiant heat  197
radio

handheld  163
SSB  163, 180
VHF  163, 180

Rafthouse  100, 104, 110
rafthouses  128
raw water  226
receiver  156
reckless operation  243
reduced standard of privacy  249
reflective insulation  195
refrigeration  51, 121, 133, 145, 

154, 166, 168, 235
registration  79, 103

fees  45, 111
identification  244

regulations  241
regulator  170
remote control  157
repairs  33, 45, 103
replacement parts  217
resale value  42
resources  262-266
rudder  44, 118, 216
rudder shaft  226, 229
rules  134

S

safety  145, 215
equipment  51
food  235
gear  15, 135, 145, 176

safety (cont’d)
lines  189
regulations  246
system  181

Sail  263
sailboats  37-39, 53
sailmakers  25
sail area  25
salt-water faucet  226
salt air  48, 96, 155
sanitation  215, 236, 253
San Francisco Bay  245
satellite  159, 161

dish  160
radio  156
system  41, 52, 159

satellite communication  108
school  143
scope  180
seacock  36, 49, 118, 209, 210, 226

discharge  238
sealant  208
search and seizure  248
search warrant  248
sea anchors  217
sea trial  68
security  84, 186
seizure laws  252
self-tracking dish  152
seller’s agent  61
septic system  36
service provider  243
settee  141
sewage  215, 237, 253

through-hull  210
treatment  185

shade  204
share certificates  99
ship-to-shore  161
shore power  132, 158
shower  49, 134
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ventilation  131, 190, 204, 209, 
212, 220, 236

VHF  163, 180
radio  52, 157

video  160, 161
viewing screen  177
voice and data service  162
volt meter  169, 173

W

wakes  89
warranties  42
wash  113
washing machine  183
waste disposal

holding tank  4
water  107

black  237
capacity  26
damage  48, 96
filtering  173, 235
freezing  230
gray  238
heater  26, 49, 174
hookup  228
pressure  230
pump  135
purification  173
systems  210
tanks  84

waterline  72
watermaker  35, 121, 175
waterproof screen  179
water taxi  83, 115, 182
waypoints  176
weather

faxes  164, 178
protection  132, 188
reports  180
updates  135

websites  265

West Marine  154
wind  189
windage  38
windlass  35, 52, 182
wind chute  191
wind generator  171
winterizing  211, 231

shrinkwrapping  5
wire  217
wireless  157, 165-166
wiring  49, 118, 222
wooden boats  76
wooden bung  135, 228
Worthington, C. Robb  256, 260
wrenches  5, 217

Y

Yacht Brokers Association  68

Z

zero-discharge  237
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